Low Dopamine D2 Receptor Increases Vulnerability to Obesity Via Reduced Physical Activity Not Increased Appetitive Motivation
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: The dopamine D2 receptor (D2R) has received much attention in obesity studies. Data indicate that D2R is reduced in obesity and that the TaqA1 D2R variant may be more prevalent among obese persons. It is often suggested that reduced D2R generates a reward deficiency and altered appetitive motivation that induces compulsive eating and contributes to obesity. Although dopamine is known to regulate physical activity, it is often neglected in these studies, leaving open the question of whether reduced D2R contributes to obesity through alterations in energy expenditure and activity.

METHODS: We generated a D2R knockdown (KD) mouse line and assessed both energy expenditure and appetitive motivation under conditions of diet-induced obesity.

RESULTS: The KD mice did not gain more weight or show increased appetitive motivation compared with wild-type mice in a standard environment; however, in an enriched environment with voluntary exercise opportunities, KD mice exhibited dramatically lower activity and became more obese than wild-type mice, obtaining no protective benefit from exercise opportunities.

CONCLUSIONS: These data suggest the primary contribution of altered D2R signaling to obesity lies in altered energy expenditure rather than the induction of compulsive overeating.
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activity [e.g., (44,45); for review (46)]. More recently, two studies directly testing a causal link between D2R and obesity obtained contradictory results. In the first, Johnson and Kenny (7) used RNA interference to knockdown D2R in striatal neurons and observed acceleration in the development of dietary-induced obesity. However, the authors did not assess the potential contribution of reduced activity that may have been caused by the D2R knockdown or consider the possibility that alterations in physical activity might account for accelerated obesity, an explanation more consistent with earlier literature. In contrast, Kim et al. (42) used D2R knockouts and found the mice exhibited a lean phenotype, which the authors suggest may be mediated via D2R interactions with leptin, resulting in increased leptin signaling. Like Johnson and Kenny (7), Kim et al. (42) did not assess alterations in activity. Notably, Kim et al. (42) used D2R knockouts. Complete knockouts often induce more severe abnormalities than knockdowns, provoking the question of whether a knockdown, more consistent with reduced rather than ablated D2R signaling, would yield different results.

In the present study, we used a D2R knockdown (KD) mouse line generated via gene targeting of the D2R locus. While the complete D2R knockout mice exhibit dwarfism (47) and impaired glucose regulation (48), the KD mice are healthy and do not display dwarfism or glucose dysregulation (reported below). We set out to directly test the following causal effects: 1) if reduced D2R signaling contributes to dietary-induced obesity (DIO); and 2) the relative contribution of increased consumption and decreased energy expenditure.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Subjects and Dietary-Induced Obesity Paradigm

Mice were group housed except during the home cage operant and indirect calorimetry tests, where they were singly housed. Mice were provided either standard chow or high-fat diet (Bio-Serv, Flemington, New Jersey; F3282, 60% fat calories) and were weighed one time per week. Half the mice had running wheels in their home cages throughout the experiment. For the primary dietary-induced obesity experiment homozygous KD mice on C57BL6/J background (originally on 129/SvJ background; backcrossed to C57BL6/J for >10 generations) were used and compared with wild-type (WT) C57BL6/J mice from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine). Both male and female mice were used. The WT mice were 10 weeks of age and the KD mice were used from 8 to 29 weeks of age (mean, 15 weeks) at the start of the experiment. However, there were no age effects in our measures. For the open field, both male and female KD homozygotes and littermate WT control mice all between the ages of 8 to 12 weeks (mean 11 weeks) were tested. For the indirect calorimetry, wheel acquisition, and refeeding experiments, we used littermate WT, heterozygotes, and homozygotes to examine gene-dose effects using a range of ages (12 to 28 weeks, means: WT 18.5 ± 1; KD homozygotes, 19.4 ± 1.7; KD heterozygotes 20.6 ± 1.5; no significant difference, \( F_{2,21} = 0.432, p = .65 \)). All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Chicago.

Results

Home Cage Concurrent Choice

Mice were singly housed in home cages equipped with operant levers and pellet dispenser and provided freely available high-fat diet. Mice could earn 20 mg sucrose pellets on a resetting progressive ratio schedule (i.e., after 30 minutes inactivity, the incrementing ratio reset to the beginning of the sequence). Running wheel activity was recorded in 1-minute bins. Consumption of free food was measured daily.

Glucose and Insulin Challenges

Mice were fasted for 6 hours before the procedure. A fasting glucose reading was taken before the challenge (time 0) and then either 1 g/kg dextrose or .75 U/kg of human insulin was administered (intrapertitoneal) for the glucose and insulin challenges, respectively. Subsequent glucose blood levels were determined at 15, 60, 90, and 120 minutes. Glucose was measured using Accu-check (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) with blood from the tail vein.

Further information on methods is available in Supplement 1.

Validation of D2R Knockdown Mouse Line

In mice heterozygous and homozygous for the knockdown, D2R messenger RNA was reduced to 55% and 3%, respectively, of WT littermates (Figure S1 in Supplement 1 for details). The KD mice exhibited a normal range body weight (below) and exhibited no baseline impairment in glucose regulation (below). Homozygote KD mice were used throughout unless otherwise noted.

KD Mice Do Not Exhibit Greater Weight Gain in DIO but Fail to Benefit from Voluntary Exercise Opportunities

There was no significant genotype difference between WT and KD mice in initial weight. Both WT and KD mice exhibited substantial weight gain across 29 weeks on a high-fat diet (genotype main effect, \( F_{1,31} = 2.614, p = .11 \); Figure 1A), showing an approximately 100% increase in body weight from initial to final weights (Figure 1B). However, provision of running opportunities dramatically decreased weight gain and was protective against obesity in WT mice (wheel main effect, \( F_{1,31} = 40.95, p < .001 \); Figure 1A,B) but not KD mice where no difference was observed between those with and without running wheels (genotype × wheel interaction, \( F_{1,31} = 27.19, p < .001 \)). In this and other experiments, we used both male and female mice. Throughout we observed few sex differences, reviewed in Supplement 1. Measures and analyses described below were all conducted with these mice unless otherwise noted.

KD Mice Show Decreased Voluntary Activity Not Increased Consumption

Following 29 weeks exposure to the high-fat diet, the group-housed mice were individually housed during a 2-week test period in a home cage equipped for concurrent choice task with free access to the same high-fat diet and continued
access to running wheels in the wheel groups. WT mice with access to wheels consumed significantly more food compared with WT mice without access to wheels (genotype x wheels, F1,28 = 10.02, p < .01; Figure 1C), suggesting the availability of an exercise wheel increases both expenditure and intake but maintaining a lower body weight with less storage. In contrast, the availability of a running wheel had no effect on consumption in the KD mice. Regardless of wheel status, the KD mice consumed the same amount as WT mice without wheel access. To assess whether the KD mice may have difficulty feeding in an energy-depleted state, we fasted the mice and measured refeeding. After an initial 60 minutes of refeeding, there was no difference between genotypes (Supplement 1).

KD Mice Have Reduced Bouts, Duration, and Running Speed

Figure 2A shows average running activity in the WT (blue) and KD (red) mice in 1-minute bins across the entire experiment. Though the KD mice ran considerably less, they did run. The circadian pattern was similar between genotypes and not disturbed in the KD mice. Plotting the data across a 24-hour period averaged across the 14-day experiment (Figure 2B), both genotypes showed a similar onset of running at lights out (6:00 PM) with scattered episodes of running during the inactive period (6:00 AM). We see greatly reduced wheel running by KD mice in both the active and inactive periods. To characterize activity patterns in greater detail, we performed a bout analysis with a bout defined as consecutive minute bins with activity (Table 1). A single 1-minute bin without activity terminated a bout. The greatest difference between genotypes appeared in the total number of bouts (Figure 2C1), with the KD mice showing dramatically fewer total bouts of running (F1,13 = 190.49, p < .001), consistent with much greater interbout intervals (F1,13 = 90.21, p < .001; Figure 2C4). KD mice also showed significantly reduced bout duration (F1,13 = 5.45, p < .05), on average running about half as long as WT mice, though this was less pronounced. The number of turns in a minute of running reflects both the average distance and the speed of running. The KD mice ran significantly slower than WT (F1,13 = 33.54, p < .001; Figure 2C3). Overall, the KD mice showed a consistent pattern of reduced running wheel activity on all measures, having fewer bouts of running that were, on average, shorter and slower.

KD Mice Show Reduced Exploratory Activity in the Open Field

It is possible that the observed reduction in wheel running in KD mice was caused by impaired running rather than...
decreased energy expenditure; the KD mice performed poorly on the accelerating rotarod (data not shown). Reduction of D2R may affect multiple functions, including both motor learning and motivational regulation of both energy intake—appetitive motivation—and energy expenditure, voluntary exercise. The question is the degree to which reduced wheel running arises as a consequence of motor learning deficits versus altered regulation of energy expenditure. The bout analysis (Figure 2) suggests a primary motivation/expenditure deficit. During both active and inactive cycles, the KD mice ran much slower than WT mice; however, during the active cycle, the KD mice increased their speed and ran at speeds comparable with the WT mice during the inactive period, suggesting the KD mice were capable of running WT speeds during the inactive cycle but did not. To assess activity in a nonskilled paradigm, we tested the genotypes in the open field using naive mice not exposed to wheel running or high-fat diet. Consistent with decreased energy expenditure, the KD mice showed reduced open field activity ($F_{1,16} = 4.15, p = .0584$; genotype $\times$ block, $F_{1,628} = 4.15, p < .001$; Figure 3A) and significantly increased resting time ($F_{1,16} = 4.552, p < .05$; Figure 3B). Moreover, they exhibited a trend toward fewer ambulatory episodes ($F_{1,16} = 3.42, p = .08$; Figure 3C); however, there was no difference in average velocity during ambulation ($F_{1,16} = .164, p = .69$; Figure 3D). Thus, the KD mice showed decreased energy expenditure in the unskilled open field test with no evidence of motor slowing (i.e., their movement velocity was the same).

**Figure 2.** Wheel activity patterns in wild-type (WT) and dopamine D2 knockdown (D2KD) mice. (A) Total number of wheel turns in 1-minute bins across the entire 14-day experiment. (B) Wheel turns in 1-minute bins across circadian cycles of a 24-hour period, averaged across experiment. (C) Bout analysis, showing (C1) average daily number of running bouts, (C2) average duration of bouts, (C3) average speed of running (turns/min), and (C4) the average interbout interval. *$p < .05$, ***$p < .001$. WT: $n = 11$; D2KD: $n = 6$. N.S., not significant.

**KD Mice Show Increased Metabolism and Decreased Activity in Indirect Calorimetry**

To assess basal metabolism (in the absence of exercise wheels and on standard chow), we tested a naive group of male mice, including heterozygotes for the KD, using indirect calorimetry, measuring metabolic rate, consumption, and activity. All mice were approximately 24 weeks of age (no age difference between genotypes), weighing 26 to 29 grams, with a trend ($F_{2,21} = 3.069, p = .06$) toward the homozygote KD mice weighing less (homozygote mean, $26.7 \pm .86$ vs. $28.9 \pm .97$ for WT). Percent of body mass composed of fat, as assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) (Supplement 1), was not significantly different between genotypes ($F_{2,21} = 2.17, p = .13$; homozygotes, $16.05 \pm .85$; heterozygotes, $18.48 \pm .90$; WT, $16.45 \pm .91$). Consistent with findings reported above, there was no difference in food consumption normalized to body weight between the genotypes ($F_{2,21} = .157, p = .85$; Figure 4A). Surprisingly, however, the KD mice showed increased basal metabolism ($F_{2,21} = 7.64, p < .01$; Figure 4B). Although the mechanism by which this might arise is not clear (see Discussion), it indicates that the observed vulnerability to weight gain due to reduced voluntary activity does not arise from lower basal metabolic rate. Consistent with reduced voluntary (wheel running) and exploratory (open field) activity, the KD mice showed a significant reduction in basal activity ($F_{2,21} = 6.872, p < .01$; Figure 4C). Interestingly, the heterozygotes were similar to WT
in terms of basal metabolic rate (Figure 4B); however, in terms of basal activity, measured in the calorimetry chambers, they were closer to the KD homozygotes, suggesting that regulation of basal locomotor activity might be particularly sensitive to D2R signaling. There were no significant differences in vertical activity counts \(F_{2,21} = 1.73, p = .20; \text{Figure } 4D\).

**Figure 3.** Open field activity in wild-type (WT) and dopamine D2 knockdown (D2KD) mice. (A) Ambulatory distance (cm) in 5-minute blocks across a 60-minute testing session, averaged across three consecutive sessions. (B) Time resting (no ambulation) in 5-minute blocks. (C) Average number of ambulatory blocks per 5-minute block. (D) Average ambulatory velocity across entire session. *\(p < .05\). n = 8. N.S., not significant.

KD Mice Do Not Show Enhanced Appetitive Motivation in Concurrent Choice

Mice were housed in home cage operant chambers with high-fat diet freely available in the cage and sucrose pellets available through operant responding on a resetting progressive ratio, where the ratio reset after 30 minutes of inactivity on the levers [Beeler et al. [24]]. Because the mean body weight between groups differed, results (where appropriate) are normalized to body weight. No differences were observed in average daily sucrose pellets earned between groups \(F_{1,35} = 1.82, p = .18\), though the KD mice with running wheel access exhibited a trend toward decreased sucrose consumption (genotype \times \text{wheels}, \(F_{1,29} = 2.9, p = .09\); Figure 5A). The percentage of total caloric intake derived from sucrose was not significantly different between genotypes \(F_{1,29} = 2.74, p = .11\), but provision of a running wheel decreased sucrose as a percentage of intake across both genotypes \(F_{1,29} = 21.6, p < .001\); Figure 5B). There were no significant genotype differences in the overall amount of active and inactive lever pressing (active lever, \(F_{1,29} = 1.59, p = .21\); Figure 5C,D). Average breakpoint was not different between genotypes \(F_{1,29} = 2.22, p = .14\); Figure 5E); however, wheel access significantly reduced breakpoint in both genotypes \(F_{1,29} = 7.81, p < .01\). There was no genotype effect on meal size (effectively, normalized breakpoint; \(F_{1,29} = 1.51, p = .22\); Figure 5F) but a trend toward the KD mice with wheel access eating smaller meals (genotype \times \text{wheels}, \(F_{1,29} = 4.12, p = .05\)). Similarly, there was no genotype effect on the number of bouts of pressing for sucrose \(F_{1,29} = 3.0, p = .09\); Figure 5G), although again the KD mice with wheel access showed a trend toward reduced meal number \(F_{1,29} = 3.41, p = .075\); Figure 5G). In the home cage progressive ratio, mice can modulate the average cost of sucrose pellets by shifting between longer, more costly episodes of pressing and shorter, less costly (but more frequent) episodes (meal size, Figure 5F; number of daily meals, Figure 5G). Consistent with breakpoint, provision of a running wheel decreased cost per pellet in both genotypes \(F_{1,29} = 4.81, p < .05\); Figure 5H).

In summary, the KD mice did not exhibit increased appetitive motivation in a concurrent choice task. The provision of a running wheel decreased effort toward sucrose in both genotypes, an effect more pronounced in the KD mice. In the KD mice, this cannot be attributed to a motor impairment, as the KD animals without wheel access pressed the same amount overall as WT mice. In the WT mice with wheel access, the reduced breakpoint might be attributed to reduced body weight; however, these mice consumed more free chow, suggesting that the reduction in sucrose seeking is motivational rather than reflecting overall decreased consumption. These data suggest that wheel running can decrease effort expended toward sucrose, possibly suggesting a competition in the allocation of energy between two sources of reward. This competition may be more pronounced in the KD mice that, overall, exhibited less behavioral energy expenditure. Importantly, these data also indicate that although the KD mice ran dramatically less than WT mice, this minimal running can impact their appetitive energy expenditure.
It is well known that exercise can reduce risk of type 2 diabetes, including in mice on high-fat diets. We administered both glucose and insulin challenges to the mice to assess whether different patterns of voluntary activity could be observed in glucose regulation. There was no main effect of genotype on fasting glucose levels ($F_{1,34} = 5.71, p = .40$; Figure 6A,B). The opportunity for voluntary exercise significantly reduced fasting glucose levels (wheel main effect, $F_{1,34} = 8.49, p = .01$), an effect more pronounced in the WT mice (genotype $\times$ wheel, $F_{1,34} = 22.26, p = .001$). In both the glucose and insulin challenges, a difference was observed between WT mice with and without wheel access (Figure 6C,D). WT mice with wheel access showed significantly improved glucose clearance (WT area under the curve [AUC], $F_{1,25} = 8.59, p < .01$; Figure 6C) and a trend toward greater sensitivity to insulin (WT AUC, $F_{1,25} = 2.66, p = .11$; Figure 6D). In contrast, no difference was observed in the KD mice as a result of having access to running wheels (KD AUC: glucose, $F_{1,13} = 0.04, p = .84$; insulin, $F_{1,13} = .12, p = .72$; Figure 6E,F).

**DISCUSSION**

Reduction of D2R in the KD mice did not increase obesity in a standard DIO paradigm. The lack of an observed increase in
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consumption is inconsistent with the reward deficiency hypothesis, suggesting that reduced D2 receptor expression does not drive compulsive appetitive behavior. This is further supported in the home cage concurrent choice task where we did not observe greater effort exerted for sucrose pellets, a preferred food, in the KD mice; in fact, both genotypes exhibited reduced effort for sucrose with the provision of wheel access, an effect more pronounced in the KD mice, despite their low levels of running.

In WT mice, provision of running wheels—an opportunity for voluntary exercise—dramatically reduced weight gain under a high-fat diet that normally induces obesity, as observed previously (34,49–55). In contrast, the KD mice obtained no protective benefit from running wheels. Though the KD mice did run in the wheels and demonstrated similar patterns of circadian activity, they ran many fewer bouts, of shorter duration and slower speed, consistent with decreased energy expenditure. Though we cannot conclusively rule out the possibility of motor impairment in KD mice that diminished their activity on the running wheel, the problem appeared to lie in motivation to run rather than ability [see also (56)]. The KD mice showed reduced wheel running speed, but the circadian patterns of activity remained similar. For example, during the inactive phase, the KD mice ran slower than WT mice (Table 1). However, during the active cycle, while the KD mice again ran much slower than WT mice, they achieved speeds approximating those observed in the WT mice during the inactive cycle, suggesting their reduced speed, at least during the inactive cycle, did not arise from inability to run. Critically, we also observed a reduction in activity in both the open field and indirect calorimetry (basal activity), both of which measure unskilled activity. Overall, our data suggest that the KD mice exhibited reduced physical activity.

Our finding of increased metabolic rate in the KD mice was unexpected but consistent with a prior observation of increased metabolic rate (also measured using indirect calorimetry) in D2R knockout mice (42). In that study, D2R knockout resulted in a lean phenotype, including reduced consumption, which the authors attributed to altered leptin signaling in the hypothalamus. Though KD mice may be expected to show a less severe phenotype than knockout mice, the increased metabolic rate we observed may be attributable to a similar mechanism. Though we cannot speculate on the relationship between increased metabolic rate and decreased physical activity in the KD mice, what is clear is that reduced D2R in both these lines does not increase appetitive motivation but rather induces complex effects on energy regulation, apparently increasing basal metabolism while reducing physical activity, though Kim et al. (42) did not report locomotor activity.

Finally, the glucose and insulin challenge data indicate that such differences in activity can affect glucose regulation. The provision of running opportunities to WT mice increased their glucose clearance and insulin sensitivity, while the reduced
voluntary activity in the KD mice precluded this potentially protective effect. Though in one sense this seems obvious, as the KD mice exhibited dramatically reduced activity, the amount of activity necessary to yield an ameliorative effect on glucose metabolism is not well established. Thus, it could have been that even minimal voluntary exercise, as exhibited by the KD mice, might have altered glucose regulation, as it apparently altered appetitive motivation in the concurrent choice task (Figure 5). However, these data suggest that activity is reduced in the KD mice sufficiently to preclude potential protective effects against metabolic disorder. Additionally, the glucose and insulin challenge data indicate that the KD mice, unlike the D2R knockouts (48), do not exhibit impaired glucose homeostasis compared with WT mice.

Together, these data suggest that the role of reduced D2 receptor in obesity lies not in increasing appetitive motivation and generating compulsive eating but rather in altering activity and energy expenditure, favoring reduced behavioral expenditure of energy. More broadly, these data are consistent with a fundamental role for dopamine in regulating behavioral energy expenditure, as long suggested by Salamone et al. [for review (46)]. Over decades, they have demonstrated that reduced dopamine diminishes the willingness to work for reward as well as locomotor activity without altering free-feeding food preferences (46). The thrift hypothesis builds upon the insight of Salamone et al. (46), suggesting dopamine not only regulates behavioral energy expenditure along a conserve-expend axis but also regulates the degree to which prior reward biases behavioral choice with decreased dopamine inducing greater exploitation of prior reward information [for review (24)]. In the present study, we observed no change in appetitive behavior and choice in the home cage concurrent choice as a consequence of reduced D2R signaling alone; however, in the context of an enriched environment with access to a running wheel, we observed a decrease in pursuit of sucrose among both genotypes, more pronounced in the KD mice. We speculate that in an enriched environment with more rewarding options for energy expenditure, decreased D2R induces a regime of energy conservation in which energy expenditure has to be divided rather than increased, though testing this hypothesis remains for future studies.

Several cautions are in order. First, the D2R knockdown is global and constitutive. Thus, we cannot isolate its effects to specific neural substrates, nor can we rule out compensations. However, there are two primary views of reduced D2R function in obesity. In one, the reduction precedes and causes obesity, perhaps as a consequence of genetic variance [e.g., (4,13,20,57,58)]. This potential mechanism is analogous to our genetic knockdown, as one might expect that similar compensations might occur in individuals with genetically

Figure 6. Effect of wheels on glucose regulation in wild-type (WT) and dopamine D2 knockdown (D2KD) mice. Fasting (6 hour) blood glucose levels for (A) male and (B) female mice. (C, E) Glucose challenge (dextrose, 1 g/kg total body mass, intraperitoneal) for WT (blue) and D2KD (red). Offset: Area under the curve (AUC). (D, F) Insulin challenge (.5 U/kg total body mass, intraperitoneal) for WT (blue) and D2KD (red). Offset: AUC. **p < .01. WT: n = 16/group; D2KD: n = 8/group. N.S., not significant.
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reduced D2R function. The other proposed mechanism is that obesity causes a reduction in D2R, which then further contributes to and maintains obesity. The development of obesity, however, is a gradual process and presumably so is the reduction in D2R. Consequently, it is likely that even with this second proposed mechanism, compensations would be induced by reduced D2R expression.

Perhaps more importantly, a recent human imaging study by Guo et al. (16) suggested that obesity-induced changes in D2R binding potential are not uniform, demonstrating a positive correlation between D2R binding in the dorsal striatal regions and both body mass index and opportunistic eating, while the ventral striatum was negatively correlated, though this latter finding did not reach significance. These data suggest that obesity may induce region-specific alterations in D2R, which may differentially contribute to behavior. Thus, our global knockdown may obscure subtleties in obesity-induced regulation of D2R and its behavioral effects. Importantly, in the Guo et al. (16) study, the strongest finding was that lateral striatal D2R binding increased with body mass index. The present findings highlight the importance of assessing energy expenditure, almost without exception neglected, when investigating dopamine-related contributions to obesity.

Finally, we cannot assess the exact degree to which potential motor impairments induced by D2R knockdown contributed to decreased wheel-running behavior. The expenditure of calories does not require proficient but rather persistent running, which the KD mice did not exhibit. Crucially, we observed decreased activity in measures of nonskilled voluntary activity as well, including the open field and basal activity as measured in the calorimetry experiments.

Over the last two decades, there has been much focus on diet as the root cause of the increase in obesity rates, the so-called obesogenic Western diet. However, people have also become considerably more sedentary over recent decades, which is believed to contribute to obesity and risk of metabolic and cardiovascular disease (59–66). Despite evidence for central control of physical activity level by multiple substrates [e.g., (67–69)], the neural systems regulating voluntary physical activity remain poorly understood (68). Here, we show that reduced D2R expression, frequently believed to contribute to obesity, significantly alters patterns of energy expenditure with little effect on appetitive behavior, suggesting a key role of dopamine dysregulation in obesity might lie in altered behavioral energy regulation.

The thrill hypothesis of dopamine suggests that altered dopamine function will shift voluntary energy expenditure, with the reduced dopamine function associated with obesity paradoxically favoring behavioral energy conservation, i.e., reduced physical activity. Such maladaptive regulation of behavioral energy expenditure may contribute not only to promoting obesity but also to helping explain the motivational resistance often incurred by exercise programs aimed at reducing weight in obese and overweight individuals.
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